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Dynamics of a vibrating tip near or in intermittent contact with a surface
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~Received 28 December 1999!

We discuss the stability of the tip motion in dynamic atomic force microscopy. A nonlinear dynamics
analysis shows that the tip’s phase space is divided in two basins of attraction. A phase space diagram
dominated by either basin of attraction implies a stable motion while a substantial contribution from both
basins is associated with instabilities. Because the dominance of a given basin of attraction depends on the
tip-surface interaction potential and separation, stable and unstable motions are intrinsic features of an oscil-
lating tip near or in intermittent contact with a surface.
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The characterization and modification of surfaces
atomic and nanometer scales have experienced a ra
transformation since the invention of scanning pro
microscopes.1 The control of the interaction forces, the pr
cise monitoring of the tip-surface distance, and the poten
for simultaneous topographic and compositional mapping
surfaces have made dynamic atomic force microsc
~AFM! methods unique among nanometer-scale prob
High resolution images of DNA molecules and proteins2,3

true atomic resolution images of semiconductors a
insulators,4–6 and large scale patterning of materials7 support
the prominent role of dynamic force microscopy for atom
and nanometer scale characterization and manipulatio
materials.

Martin, Williams, and Wickramasinghe explained the m
tion of a vibrating tip ~cantilever! and its response to tip
surface forces in terms of a linear~harmonic! model.8 The
gradient of the force between tip and sample modifies
compliance of the cantilever, hence inducing a change in
oscillation amplitude due to the shift of the tip resonan
Dv/v052]F/]z/2kc . The linear approximation has bee
improved and extended by several authors to consider th
motion as described by a weakly disturbed harmo
oscillator.9–11 In the process, linearized models have beco
the effective paradigm encompassing different dynam
AFM modes.

A few years ago, Gleyzeset al.12 proposed that a vibrat
ing scanning tunneling microscope~STM! tip close to a sur-
face may show a bistable behavior when scanning the e
tation frequency. Recently, several groups have explai
the hysteresis effects observed in frequency sweeps and
plitude curves based on a bistable effect.13–16It has also been
proposed that atomic resolution images in frequency mo
lation AFM are a direct consequence of the nonlinear beh
ior of the tip in the proximity of the sample surface.17 A
chaotic tip motion has also been predicted for systems w
very high viscous damping.18

The generic dynamic properties of nonlinear systems w
such complex features as bifurcations or chaotic attrac
seems to be at odds with the predictable behavior expe
for a sophisticated microscope. Here we study the stabilit
a dynamic force microscope based on a nonlinear dynam
analysis that gives rise to a phase space projection with
periodic attractors, i.e., the simultaneous existence of
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~20!/13381~4!/$15.00
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steady-state oscillations. We also provide experimental d
supporting the theoretical simulations.

The tip motion in dynamic AFM is approximately de
scribed by the differential equation

mz̈52kcz2
mv0

Q
ż1Fts1F0 cos~vt !, ~1!

whereF0 andv are the amplitude and angular frequency
the driving force, respectively;Q, v0 , andkc are the quality
factor, angular resonance frequency, and force constan
the free cantilever, respectively. The tip-surface interact
Fts contains long range van der Waal forces and short ra
repulsive forces. Assuming additivity, for a sphere-flat g
ometry the van der Waals force is

Fts~zc ,z!52
HR

6d2 , ~2!

whereH is the Hamaker constant,R the tip radius,zc the rest
tip-surface separation,z the instantaneous tip position, an
d5zc1z. For separationsd,a0 @a0 is an intermolecular dis-
tance that is introduced to avoid the divergence of Eq.~2!#,
the resulting van der Waals force is identified with the ad
sion force of the Dejarguin-Muller-Toporov~DMT! theory.19

In addition to the adhesion force, during the contact there
repulsive forces arising from Pauli and ionic repulsion. T
repulsive force and the sample deformation are modeled
using the DMT theory,

Fts~zc ,z!52
HR

6a0
2 1ĒAR~a02d!3/2, ~3!

where Ē is the reduced elastic modulus of tip and samp
The numerical simulations were performed forR, v
5v0 , k, Q, H, and Ē of 30 nm, 350 kHz, 40 N/m, 400
6.4310220 J, and 1.51 GPa, respectively. The approxim
tions used to derive above expressions as well as their ju
fication can be found elsewhere.15

The equation that describes the tip motion is independ
of the environment, however, the tip’s final motion is sen
tive to both tip-surface and the tip-environment interactio
Technical details of the operation of a dynamic AFM depe
on the medium. Operation in air and liquids is usually p
formed with an amplitude modulation feedback~AM-AFM !
R13 381 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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while operation in vacuum requires a frequency modulat
feedback. Here we focus our study on atmospheric pres
environments, i.e., AM-AFM systems with aQ factor be-
tween 50 and 1000. Nevertheless the results of this work
relevant to all methods that involve the oscillation of a tip
the proximity of a surface.

The numerical solution of Eq.~1! shows that for the range
of free amplitudes~10–60 nm! used in AM-AFM and Young
modulus above 0.1 GPa, the oscillation has two differ
solutions, a low~L! and high amplitude~H! solution,zH(L)
5AH(L) cos(vt2fH(L)), respectively. Both of them are sing
period orbitals. For a hard-wall interaction potential, Eq.~1!
is similar to the equation that describes the motion of imp
oscillators.20,21 Then, several stable states are predict
However, the emergence of a large number of stable osc
tions for a system withQ in the 50–1000 range require
amplitudes of several mm,22 i.e., four to five orders of mag
nitude larger than those used in AM-AFM.

In Fig. 1, the dependence of the low and high oscillat
branches on the rest tip-surface separation is plotted. In
pendent of the state, the amplitude decreases almost line
with decreasing the separation. If the rest tip-surface sep
tion and the external parameterF0 , remain unchanged, th
initial conditions (z,ż,vt) will determine which state is
reached. This plot illustrates an ambiguity in the operation
an amplitude modulation AFM. Both states could provide
value of the amplitude that matches the feedback amplit
Asp . Even worse, because a givenAsp could be achieved for
two different tip-surface separations, the tip could simp
switch between onezc position to the other rendering topo
graphical images useless.

Figure 2 shows three snapshots (t50) of the phase spac
projection for different rest tip-surface separations. T
phase space is divided in two interlocking regions. Init
conditions that give rise to theL state are plotted in gray
while those that give rise to theH state are plotted in white
A rotation of an anglevt about the origin generates th
phase space projection for a different timet. The Poincare´
sections ofH andL states are represented by circles.

For zc516 nm the basin of attraction of the low amp
tude state dominates the phase space projection. Azc
514.5 nm, the phase space is almost equally distributed
tweenL and H basins of attraction, 52% and 48%, respe

FIG. 1. Dependence of the high and low amplitude branches
the rest tip-surface separation. ForĒ51.51 GPa,AH-AL is almost
independent on the separation.
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tively. However, atzc57.5 nm, theH basin of attraction
amounts to about 95% of the phase space projection. In
range of separations studied here, 6–18 nm, we find that
dependence of the phase space on the tip-surface sepa
can be divided into three regions. Forzc separations close to
the value of the free amplitude, the phase space is domin
by the basin of attraction of theL state. Then there is an
intermediate region where the phase space is roughly equ
distributed between both basins of attraction. Forzc in the
interval 6–12 nm, the phase space is dominated by the b
of attraction of theH state. The relative extension of th
above regions depends on several factors such as the

n

FIG. 2. Two-dimensional phase space projection for differ
tip-surface separations. The tip evolves from a phase space d
nated by the basin of the low amplitude solution atzc516 nm ~a!,
to a phase space with a balanced distribution of both basin
attraction atzc514.5 nm ~b!; at zc57.5 nm the phase space
dominated by the basin of the high amplitude solution~c!. The open
circles indicate the Poincare´ sections of theH andL solutions.A0 is
the free oscillation amplitude.
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amplitude, sample mechanical properties, dielectric c
stants, surface free energy, and the tip’s radius.

The deterministic character of Eq.~1! implies that once a
stable state is reached, the tip should oscillate indefini
there. However, a perturbation could disturb the tip mot
by introducing new initial conditions. Two kinds of pertu
bations can be considered in force microscopy,extrinsicand
intrinsic. Extrinsicperturbations are those due to mechani
and thermal noise. Damping mechanisms have reduced
chanical noise to negligible levels in AFM. The contributio
of the thermal noise to the tip motion can be evaluated
lowing Dz;A(kT/kc) andDv;Dz3v.23 For the case con
sidered here,Dz;0.01 nm andDv;3.5p3103 nm/s, which
in reduced units gives;1023 for both position and velocity.
An inspection of Fig. 2 shows that those perturbations r
resent a negligible change in the tip oscillation.

Intrinsic perturbations are due to the finite time respon
of the feedback electronics, usually in the 1024 s range. This
implies that if the tip is laterally displaced at a speed of
mm/s, a topographic feature of arbitrary height~or depth!
with a side slope of 60° would produce a maximum chan
of the rest tip-surface separationDzc of ;61.7 nm before
the feedback takes over. The perturbation will be follow
by a transient and after that the tip will reach a stable~inter-
mediate! oscillation. From there the feedback will smooth
reestablish theAsp value. An AM-AFM will be operating
properly if the intermediate and initial~unperturbed! states
belong to the same branch, otherwise instabilities and im
artifacts should appear.

A very small perturbation,Dzc510.1 nm, is required to
go from H to L atzc516 nm. The converse change requir
a perturbation ofDzc;21.6 nm. At zc514.5 nm, the per-
turbation required to move fromL to H is 11.4 nm, which
coincides with the value needed to go fromH to L. At zc
57.5 nm, theH state is very robust.Intrinsic perturbations
of about23.5 nm or17.5 nm are needed to move fromH to
L. However, if the tip is in theL state, the minimum pertur
bation needed to move to theH branch is substantially
smaller, Dzc;61.1 nm. The above tendency reflects t
changes in the repartition of the phase space betweenH and
L basins of attraction as the separation is decreased.

We have performed measurements on InAs quantum
grown by molecular beam epitaxy on a GaAs~001! substrate
to test the predictions of the present model. First, we h
determined the dependence of the amplitude on separa
@Fig. 3~a!#. The plot shows theL and H branches~dots!.
However, the branches are incomplete. The upper and lo
parts of H and L branches, respectively, are missing. F
large separations the tip oscillates in stateL. Decreasing the
separation produces a sudden transition to theH state. From
there on, the tip remains in theH oscillation state until the
amplitude is zero. The missing sections of the branches
respond to a phase space which is dominated by the bas
attraction of the other state. The separation where the tra
tion is observed may depend on the direction of the tip d
placement~approaching/retracting!. The direction of the tip
displacement implies a different set of initial conditions f
each separation. As a consequence, a small hysteresis lo
the amplitude curves may be observed if approach
retracting cycles are performed.
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The curve also shows a range ofz positions, from 13 to 18
nm, where two different separations could give the sa
Asp . The dashed lines indicate theAsp values used to imag
ing the quantum dots shown in Fig. 3~b!. Stable images are
obtained forAsp516 nm andAsp59.5 nm, while a heavily
distorted image is obtained atAsp513.8 nm@Fig. 3~b!#. On
the other hand, sudden topographic variations and dots
rounded by fringes are observed in the central region. Th
features represent a vibrating tip switching betweenH andL
states while scanning along the sample surface. Also
agreement with the model predictions, the switching betw
states only happens when~i! there is a substantial change
the topography, and~ii ! the area ofH andL basins of attrac-
tions are roughly the same.

It is an established practice in probe microscopy to
tribute noisy orunstabledata to a contaminated or bad t
shape. The role of an experienced observer to obtain fait
images is also acknowledged. A nonlinear dynamics anal
shows that in many cases noisy or unstable data only re
the intrinsic structure of the tip motion. It also explains t
manipulation of the observer with the driving frequency

FIG. 3. Experimental determination of the low and high amp
tude branches.~a! Amplitude curve, theL andH branches are plot-
ted by open circles. Dashed lines indicate theAsp values used to
image a 2003200 nm2 InAs quantum dot sample.~b! The system
evolves from stable imaging in theL stateAsp516 nm ~top!, to
unstable imaging due to switching betweenH and L statesAsp

513.8 nm ~middle!, and finally to stable imaging in theH state
Asp59.5 nm~bottom!.
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set point amplitude as a process that modifies the tip’s ph
space to reach a configuration where a single basin of at
tion dominates the phase space projection. Additionally
directs the experimental effort to select the state which m
mizes tip-surface forces while optimizing spatial and com
sitional sensitivity.24 Finally, there is a large amount of ex
perimental data, for example, the single25 and multiple26

discontinuities observed in amplitude curves that can
l.

s.

tt.
se
c-
it
i-
-

e

readily interpreted as single or multiple transitions betwe
high and low amplitude branches.
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